The Guide to Glorantha:

The slides that accompanied the presentation made at Dragonmeet in December 2012 by Nick Brooke, Colin Driver & David Scott
Cover by Jon Hodgson
Greg Stafford Hand-drawn Originals

Central Genertela

Fronela
Expanding Recent Maps

Sartar: Kingdom of Heroes maps

Cover – Jon Hodgson
Expanding Recent Maps

Pavis: Gateway to Adventure maps

Cover – Jan Pospisil
Joining Maps – Sartar & Tarsh
Lunar Empire and Shadowlands
Lunar Forests
How the Maps Evolved – Colin Driver
Adding a Layer of Contours
Adding another Layer of Contours
Adding another Layer of Contours
Transformed into the AA Atlas
World View of Glorantha – Simon Bray
Storm Mountain Influences

The big circles are around Kero Fin and Top Of The World. The smaller circles are around the lesser sacred mountains of the Orlanthi, except the hatched circles, which are Mostali magic suppression zones. Let’s see how these interact with the Lunar Glowline...
Gods Wall – Dan Barker
Esrolian Vase – Cory Trego-Erdner
Coins – Alberto Foche
The Apotheosis of Sartar – Mike Perry
Kresh Wagons – Cory Trego-Erdner
5 Worlds – Mike Perry
Lunar Society - Jan Pospisil
White Shirt Day - Jan Pospisil
Super-detailed Kralorela map
Want to Learn More?

Final contents list:
http://moondesignpublications.com/page/about-3-books-guide-glorantha

Sample pages from the Atlas:

See the full list of stretch goals achieved on our KICKSTARTER:
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/224590870/the-guide-to-glorantha